
Solar System

1. Proper Noun

2. Verb

3. Noun

4. Coordinating Conjunction

5. Verb - Past Tense

6. Adverb
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Solar System

There was a alien that was named Proper Noun . He always looked out from his planet and saw many,

many, many constellations. He was not of any kind of a terrestrial creature, but some of their aliens went out to

Earth and they saw the chromosphere. One of the groups had a fatal accident and they got to see the prominence

on the sun... and then they crashed. Bob wanted to know about the chromosphere on Earth and how it worked.

Bob was always to scared to ask someone to come with him to Earth on a mission, but then a human creature

came to visit. All of the aliens thought that they were coming back to Verb them all, just as the human

creatures thought they were going to do to them. Then the human creature talked to them in a funny language

and started jibber-jabbering about all the cool things about Noun . That is when Bob tried to ask the

human creature to take him to Earth. At first the human creature didn't understand, but then Bob used his hands

and pointed to Earth Coordinating conjunction then drawled a picture in the sand of what he thought the

chromosphere would be. The human creature nodded yes to taking him and in one alien second they were on

their way. Bob hoped that he wouldn't have to do any heliocentric sightings on his trip to Earth. Bob

Verb - Past Tense successfully on Earth and became friends with the alien friend. Bob made a deal with the

alien friend to have him tell the human creature about their alien species and he would tell Bob about the

photosphere. Bob got a degree in alien school Adverb at home and became the first alien professor to

teach about the photosphere on Earth.
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